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IMAGINiT Technologies Presents and Exhibits
at Autodesk University 2014
IMAGINiT Experts to Showcase New Versions of Clarity and Scan to BIM Products
and Deliver 10 Classes at Autodesk University
BALTIMORE, MD – November 19, 2014 — Rand Worldwide (OTCBB: RWWI), a global
leader in providing technology solutions to organizations with engineering design and
information technology requirements, today announced that six industry experts from its
IMAGINiT Technologies division will lead 10 sessions at Autodesk University 2014. On the
tradeshow floor, IMAGINiT will demonstrate the new releases of IMAGINiT Clarity and Scan
to BIM software at booth #170. Autodesk University takes place December 2-4, 2014 at the
Mandalay Bay Hotel and Casino in Las Vegas, NV.
“While Autodesk University is a great opportunity for our teams to share insights by
teaching classes and showcasing the latest versions of our own products, it’s also about reconnecting 1 to 1 with our customers,” says Tim Johnson, senior vice president, IMAGINiT
Technologies. “Our industry and product experts, working in concert with our clients, help
solve many complex operational challenges facing design engineers today. Whether it be
implementing a PLM or data management strategy, or ensuring you are getting the most
out of your BIM implementation, or automating redundant tasks and streamlining
workflows, we can recommend technology solutions and provide expertise to solve many of
the operational challenges that plague our customers.”
Experts at the IMAGINiT Technologies booth (#170) will showcase the latest editions of the
popular IMAGINiT Clarity family of products, including enhanced functionality for BIM
coordinators and increased control over model exchange, and Scan to BIM software, which
features the Auto-Pipe Finder tool for MEP engineers and scanning professionals. Visitors are
encouraged to stop by to talk with the product development team as well as see the latest
products demonstrated live.
By taking a people, processes and technology approach to every challenge,
IMAGINiT experts will reset attendees’ mindsets to go beyond the software and offer a
complete solution to achieve their organization’s business objectives.
IMAGINiT Class Line-Up for Autodesk University 2014
Infrastructure Presentations
 Cracking the Vault: Implementing Vault Professional Into Civil/Survey Firms
 Infraworks 360: Hands on Lab to Get Started
Manufacturing Presentations
 Unlocking the Power of the Job Processor
 Techniques for Modeling Motion in Inventor
 Pulling Out All of The Stops & Advanced Top Down Techniques in Inventor
 Don't Let the Word "Factory" Get in the Way: The Broader Uses of Factory Design
Suite
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Factory Design Suite: Asset Development Checklist
The Logical Choice: Creating iLogic Templates & iLogic Title Block Automation

AEC Presentation
 60 Minutes, 30 Apps, 4 Categories, 2 much Fun
To connect with an industry expert who can apply the right technology to your business to
integrate your people products and processes, register for IMAGINiT classes and visit
IMAGINiT (booth #170) at Autodesk University.
About IMAGINiT Technologies
IMAGINiT Technologies, a division of Rand Worldwide, advances the way architects and
engineers design, develop, and manage projects. Customers of this leading professional
services and technology company include organizations in the building, infrastructure,
manufacturing and facilities management industries. Fortune 500 and Engineering News
Record’s Top 100 organizations work with IMAGINiT Technologies to gain competitive
advantages through expert technology consulting, implementation, training, and support
services. As one of the world’s largest integrators of Autodesk 3D design and engineering
software, the team leverages unrivalled industry experience to design systems that
accelerate innovation while improving project quality and profitability.
Any and all trademarks making reference to or related to Rand Worldwide, IMAGINiT Technologies, ASCENT,
IMAGINiT, Clarity or ProductivityNOW are registered and/or owned by Rand Worldwide, Inc., and/or its
subsidiaries, affiliates, and/or other legal holders under the Rand Worldwide, Inc. name.
Autodesk, AutoCAD, Alias, Autodesk Inventor, ATC, Civil 3D, and Revit are registered trademarks of Autodesk, Inc.,
in the USA and/or other countries. All other brand names, product names, or trademarks belong to their respective
holders.
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